Offshore Production Chemist: Rotation
Location:
Shift:
Contract:

Offshore (UKCS)
Rotation (2-on / 3-off)
Permanent

Oleochem Project Management Ltd are a recognised global market leader in Production Chemistry and Laboratory Services
to the upstream production and downstream process industries. We are proud to maintain a longstanding reputation for
high calibre, experienced production chemists who can be deployed to manage and operate processing and refining
laboratories offshore and onshore worldwide.
We are currently seeking a Production Chemist to join our team in a rotational position. The applicant should have a
Bachelor of Science degree or equivalent and possess a solid knowledge and understanding of production chemistry and the
oil production process. Applicants are expected to have competent computing skills and a minimum two years’ direct
experience, preferably onboard FPSOs.
JOB SUMMARY:
The successful applicant will be responsible for providing a range of production chemistry support to a client in the UKCS.
The Offshore Production Chemist is charged with the responsibility for monitoring and maintaining the chemical applications
in offshore oil and gas process systems, including the utility systems. This is achieved by safely sampling and performing all
routine and non-routine analysis of selected facility process and utility streams.
The Offshore Production Chemist will be responsible for:
 All laboratory operations and managing chemical inventory.
 Working closely with the relevant site operations team to troubleshoot process and integrity issues.
 Application & monitoring of chemical treatment programs directly influencing integrity of process equipment, flow
assurance and product quality.
 Ensuring proper handover during shift change and communicating to all relevant parties, offshore and onshore.
 Maintaining auditable records of sampling, analyses, procedures and equipment calibrations.
 Maintaining an accurate and auditable record of production chemical use and discharge.
SPECIFIC TRAINING / SKILLS:
 Degree in Chemistry or relevant science.
 Sound analytical laboratory skills.
 Competent computing skills and report preparation.
 Current UK BOSIET & OGUK Medical.
 Valid Minimum Industry Safety Training (MIST).
PREFERED TRAINING / SKILLS:
 Oil in Water training.
 Senior first aid.
APPLICATIONS:
Applications should be submitted for consideration in writing with a cover letter and your current CV to:
careers@oleochem.com.
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